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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note to Lead Evaluator:Time Frame: Approximately 30 – 45 minutesPrior the meeting as a part of the planning process, establish with the leadership of the institution that this public meeting is optional and only at their request.  Remind them that the Index of Education Quality and accreditation recommendation will not be shared.It is best practice for the Lead Evaluator conduct this meeting.Thank the institution for their commitment to continuous improvement and the reflective work done in anticipation of the Engagement Review.  Be sure to acknowledge those who made the work of the Engagement Review Team meaningful and efficient.
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Global Leader in 
providing continuous 
improvement and 
accreditation services to 
over 32,000 institutions in 
over 70 countries and 
serving 20 million 
students worldwide.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notes:  Who is AdvancED?  An international, global organization servicing educational institutions in the 50 United States, Puerto Rico, Navajo Nation, 72 countries and Department of Defense around the world.  As the largest educational community, we serve more than 20 million students, 3 million teachers, and 32,000 public and private institutions. AdvancED provides services to these educational institutions through its staff of 200+  and more than 18,000 volunteers. 
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Accreditation
An international protocol for 
institutions committed to 
systematic and sustainable 
improvement
• Builds capacity of the 

institution to improve and 
sustain student learning

• Stimulates and improves 
effectiveness and efficiency 
throughout the institution.
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Findings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
See next slide.
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Leadership Capacity Highlights:

Impact Phase:
• Stakeholders collectively demonstrate actions to ensure the achievement 

of the system’s purpose and desired outcomes for learning. 

• Leaders implement a quality assurance process for its institutions to 
ensure system effectiveness and consistency.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Report the team’s findings in broad themesDefine initiate as: demonstrating engagement and quality of implementationProvide high-level key findings for this level- do not state that these findings are required for the institution to act upon; the findings for this level indicate the institution is functioning at the initiate level for XXXXX and XXXXX (aligned to Standards)Incorporate types of evidence that support the findings (e.g., eleot item averages, stakeholder responses, institution evidence) In reviewing those Standards that had “Exceeds Recommendations” and sometimes “Meets Expectations”, determine the themes that should be recognized during this presentation.  These may later be written in the report as Powerful Practices as appropriate.
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Leadership Capacity Highlights:

Impact Phase:

Operational decisions are similarly aligned 
with “The Woodford Way.”

“If we truly need something, we have it.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Report the team’s findings in broad themesDefine initiate as: demonstrating engagement and quality of implementationProvide high-level key findings for this level- do not state that these findings are required for the institution to act upon; the findings for this level indicate the institution is functioning at the initiate level for XXXXX and XXXXX (aligned to Standards)Incorporate types of evidence that support the findings (e.g., eleot item averages, stakeholder responses, institution evidence) In reviewing those Standards that had “Exceeds Recommendations” and sometimes “Meets Expectations”, determine the themes that should be recognized during this presentation.  These may later be written in the report as Powerful Practices as appropriate.
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Learning Capacity Highlights

Impact Phase:
• Learners have equitable opportunities to develop skills and achieve the 

content and learning priorities established by the system. 
• The system implements a process to ensure the curriculum is clearly 

aligned to standards and best practices. 
• Instruction is monitored and adjusted to meet individual learners’ needs 

and the system’s learning expectations. 
• Educators gather, analyze, and use formative and summative data that 

lead to demonstrable improvement of student learning. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Report the team’s findings in broad themesDefine initiate as: demonstrating engagement and quality of implementationProvide high-level key findings for this level- do not state that these findings are required for the institution to act upon; the findings for this level indicate the institution is functioning at the initiate level for XXXXX and XXXXX (aligned to Standards)Incorporate types of evidence that support the findings (e.g., eleot item averages, stakeholder responses, institution evidence) In reviewing those Standards that had “Exceeds Recommendations” and sometimes “Meets Expectations”, determine the themes that should be recognized during this presentation.  These may later be written in the report as Powerful Practices as appropriate.
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Learning Capacity Highlights

Impact Phase:

“PLCs are the driving force of our school. 
Our turnaround has been    because of the 
work done and the decisions made in PLC 
meetings. 
“Open lines of communication” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Report the team’s findings in broad themesDefine initiate as: demonstrating engagement and quality of implementationProvide high-level key findings for this level- do not state that these findings are required for the institution to act upon; the findings for this level indicate the institution is functioning at the initiate level for XXXXX and XXXXX (aligned to Standards)Incorporate types of evidence that support the findings (e.g., eleot item averages, stakeholder responses, institution evidence) In reviewing those Standards that had “Exceeds Recommendations” and sometimes “Meets Expectations”, determine the themes that should be recognized during this presentation.  These may later be written in the report as Powerful Practices as appropriate.
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Resource Capacity Highlights
Impact Phase 
• The system’s professional learning structure and expectations promote 

collaboration and collegiality to improve learner performance and 
organizational effectiveness. 

• The system demonstrates strategic resource management that includes 
long-range planning and use of resources in support of the system’s 
purpose and direction. 

• The system allocates human, material, and fiscal resources in alignment 
with the system’s identified needs and priorities to improve student 
performance and organizational effectiveness. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Report the team’s findings in broad themesDefine initiate as: demonstrating engagement and quality of implementationProvide high-level key findings for this level- do not state that these findings are required for the institution to act upon; the findings for this level indicate the institution is functioning at the initiate level for XXXXX and XXXXX (aligned to Standards)Incorporate types of evidence that support the findings (e.g., eleot item averages, stakeholder responses, institution evidence) In reviewing those Standards that had “Exceeds Recommendations” and sometimes “Meets Expectations”, determine the themes that should be recognized during this presentation.  These may later be written in the report as Powerful Practices as appropriate.
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Resource Capacity Highlights

“None of us ever hesitates to talk with our 
principal or email the district office if there’s 
something we want to try. They always 
answer   within 24 hours or just come over.” 

“It’s really easy to get involved.” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Report the team’s findings in broad themesDefine initiate as: demonstrating engagement and quality of implementationProvide high-level key findings for this level- do not state that these findings are required for the institution to act upon; the findings for this level indicate the institution is functioning at the initiate level for XXXXX and XXXXX (aligned to Standards)Incorporate types of evidence that support the findings (e.g., eleot item averages, stakeholder responses, institution evidence) In reviewing those Standards that had “Exceeds Recommendations” and sometimes “Meets Expectations”, determine the themes that should be recognized during this presentation.  These may later be written in the report as Powerful Practices as appropriate.
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The range of the annual AIN IEQ average is presented 
to enable you to benchmark your results with other 
institutions in the network. 

Institution 
IEQ

323.55 AIN 5 Year 
IEQ Range

278.34-
283.33
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Next Steps:

• Expand opportunities for stakeholders in decision-
making.

• Continue to use and strengthen processes for 
instructional monitoring to ensure consistent rigor 
and student engagement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Report the team’s findings in broad themesDefine initiate as: demonstrating engagement and quality of implementationProvide high-level key findings for this level- do not state that these findings are required for the institution to act upon; the findings for this level indicate the institution is functioning at the initiate level for XXXXX and XXXXX (aligned to Standards)Incorporate types of evidence that support the findings (e.g., eleot item averages, stakeholder responses, institution evidence) In reviewing those Standards that had “Exceeds Recommendations” and sometimes “Meets Expectations”, determine the themes that should be recognized during this presentation.  These may later be written in the report as Powerful Practices as appropriate.
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Connect With Us

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Presenter/Facilitator Notes:AdvancED “Connect With Us” – promote AdvancED through our social media handlesManaging or Regional office contact information – always leave attendees with your contact information as you’ve done in the past to build and strengthen relationships and make new ones.Remind the institution about the Engagement Review Report:Will be received by the institution within 30 business days.Following Council Review marked as  “pending final approval” .Once the AdvancED Commission ratifies the recommendation, the report will be final.Will indicate an Index of Education Quality score (IEQ) as well as an Accreditation recommendation.Will appear in the Final Engagement Review Report located in the System eProve workspace and that they will receive email notice that it is available.

http://advanc-ed.org/
http://facebook.com/advancedorg
http://twitter.com/advancedorg
http://linkedin.com/company/advanced
http://youtube.com/advancedorg
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